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G
raphene, a single atomic layer of
covalently bonded carbon atoms,
is a remarkable two-dimensional

electron system that exhibits novel physical
properties1,2 and has recently been the
focus of numerous research efforts.3�5

While a number of different methods for
graphene synthesis are being explored in-
cluding the micromechanical cleavage of
graphite,6 epitaxial growth on SiC,7 the dis-
persion of graphite in organic solvents,8 and
thermal decomposition of hydrocarbons on
transition metal surfaces,9 recent reports of
graphene synthesis on Cu foil via chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) are promising due
to large-scale synthesis at low cost, self-
limitingmonolayer formation, and relatively
facile capability of transfer to other
substrates.10,11 To improve the quality of
graphene films on Cu foil prepared by CVD
and better understand its microscopic
growth, atomic-scale characterization be-
comes of great importance for both funda-
mental science and technological applica-
tions. To date, atomic-scale investigations
on this system are rather few.12�14

Thermal annealing has been widely em-
ployed as one of the experimental control
knobs for a number of condensed matter
systems, and graphene is no exception. It
has been extensively used for graphene on
various substrates in order to remove any
possible contamination and thus improve
sample cleanliness (for example, exfoliated
graphene on SiO2 at below 400 �C in Ar
atmosphere15 or in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV)16).
However, systematic study of the thermal
annealing effect on CVD-grown graphene
on Cu foil has not been addressed.
We have used a UHV scanning tunnel-

ing microscopy (STM) to characterize the

structural properties of CVD-grown gra-
phene on Cu foil at the nanoscale and
atomic-scale caused by heat-treatment.
We find that prolonged low-temperature
annealing of the sample (at∼430 �C) reveals
predominantly striped Moir�e patterns, sug-
gesting relatively weak interaction between
graphene andCu foil. Because the growth of
the graphene is done ex situ, any exposed
regions of Cu foil, where graphene has not
grown, becomes oxidized. These regions
have an amorphous appearance, while
atomic steps and crystalline feature of the
Cu foil are preserved in the regions with a
graphene overlayer. It is very clear that the
graphene is protecting the underlying sub-
strate from oxidation. High-temperature an-
nealing of the sample (at 700�800 �C)
results in full recovery of the crystallinity
andmorphology of the exposed Cu foil area
that surrounds the graphene islands and
was previously amorphous in nature. This
simple demonstration and observation
clearly shows that the robust, impenetrable,
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ABSTRACT We have investigated the effects of thermal annealing on ex-situ chemically vapor

deposited submonolayer graphene islands on polycrystalline Cu foil at the atomic-scale using

ultrahigh vacuum scanning tunneling microscopy. Low-temperature annealed graphene islands on

Cu foil (at ∼430 �C) exhibit predominantly striped Moir�e patterns, indicating a relatively weak
interaction between graphene and the underlying polycrystalline Cu foil. Rapid high-temperature

annealing of the sample (at 700�800 �C) gives rise to the removal of Cu oxide and the recovery of
crystallographic features of the copper that surrounds the intact graphene. These experimental

observations of continuous crystalline features between the underlying copper (beneath the

graphene islands) and the surrounding exposed copper areas revealed by high-temperature

annealing demonstrates the impenetrable nature of graphene and its potential application as a

protective layer against corrosion.

KEYWORDS: graphene . chemical vapor deposition . Cu foil . scanning tunneling
microscopy . Moir�e pattern . corrosion . surface oxide
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and inert nature of graphene makes it an excellent
protective layer aagainst corrosion.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Prior to a systematic study of thermal annealing, we
explored graphene islands grown onCu foil after under-
going prolonged thermal cycling at∼430 �C (>100 h) in
UHV. At various stages of annealing, the graphene
islands were imaged, as illustrated in Figure 1a, where
the upper right-hand corner shows a small region of
exposed oxidized Cu. The characterization of the gra-
phene regions revealed a predominant display of
striped patterns within the graphene islands, as shown
in STM topographic images (Figure 1a,b). Thesepatterns
appear to have periodicity of 2.5 ( 0.2 nm between
adjacent stripes. These observed features in the gra-
phene appear to be Moir�e patterns resulting from the
mismatch of the hexagonal graphene lattice with crys-
talline domains of theCu foil that are cubic close-packed
in nature. It is key to note that the bulk foil substrate is
polycrystalline, but at these small length scales we are
able to probe regions of single crystal domains within
the Cu foil substrate. Moir�e patterns have been experi-
mentally seen in graphene overlayer systems17 includ-
ing graphene on single crystal Ir,18,19 Ru,20,21 Pt,22 and
Cu.23,24 We also frequently observe a 90� rotation of the
stripe pattern resulting in orthogonally oriented stripes
whose boundaries typically run at ∼120�, as some of
these boundaries are highlighted in Figure 1a.

We also observe a secondary Moir�e pattern that
appears to have a rhombic structure, which is distinctly
different from the predominant stripe pattern, as
shown in Figure 1b. The rhombic pattern appears to
have periodicities of 1.4 ( 0.1 nm and 1.2 ( 0.1 nm
with a relative angle of 75 ( 5�. We note that the
presence of the rhombic patterns in our experimental
data statistically appears to be relatively local and less
frequent compared to the predominant striped pat-
terns. Figure 1c shows a close-up view of a different
graphene island where the stripe pattern (top) and the
rhombic pattern (bottom) converge. When we further
zoom in on these pattern boundaries, the graphene
honeycomb lattice is clearly visible within each pattern
domains (Figure 1c,d), and does not appear to be
influenced by large-scale periodic patterns.
To gain detailed insight into the atomic structure of

the two observed patterns, we have performed simple
simulations by superimposing two rotationally mis-
matched lattices, that is, the graphene and Cu surface.
We first discuss our simulation results for the predo-
minantly observed stripe patterns. Due to the poly-
crystalline nature of the Cu surface and the symmetry
of the stripe patterns we take into account the low-
index crystallographic orientations such as Cu(100)
and Cu(110), and vary the relative orientation between
graphene and Cu lattices for simulation. Figure 2a
depicts the simulated patterns generated from gra-
phene and Cu(100) with a relative angle of 0� (atomic

Figure 1. STM topographic images of graphene islands on Cu foil after prolonged low-temperature annealing: (a) a large field
of view of a representative graphene island with some domain boundaries highlighted by white dashed lines (100 pA,�1 V),
(b) a close-up view of the red box indicated in panel a (100 pA, �1 V), (c) a close-up view of a different graphene island at a
pattern boundary (indicated bywhite dashed line) where the stripe pattern (top) and the rhombic pattern (bottom) converge
(100 pA, �1 V), (d) high-resolution STM image of panel c showing honeycomb graphene lattice (3 nA, �0.5 V).
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structure shown in theupper left inset),which are inquite
acceptable agreement with superimposed experimen-
tal data (note there is also a periodicmodulation of 1.2
( 0.1 nm along each stripe). We find that Cu(110) does
not reproduce both large and small scalemodulations
present in the observed striped patterns. Moreover,
X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements that we per-
formed on the same sample indicate the dominant
signal associated with Cu(100) crystallographic do-
mains, as shown in Figure 2c. These simulations in
tandem with the XRD measurements further support
our claim that the stripe patterns are indicative of
Moir�e patterns, resulting from the superposition of
the graphene and the Cu lattices. The deviation of
our experimentally observed periodicities of stripe
patterns from the exact overlay of two lattices is likely
due to the strain (e.g., see the pronounced changes in
periodicity of the stripe patterns in the upper part of
Figure 1b). We now discuss our simulation results for
the locally and less frequently observed rhombic pat-
terns. We find that Moir�e patterns arising from the
Cu(100) domain overlaid with graphene lattice with
rotational disorder (∼6�) with respect to atomic ar-
rangements of the striped patterns result in good
agreement with the experimental data (see Figure 2b
and Figure 1c,d). Our model is consistent with (i) the
relatively small difference in the measured corrugation
amplitude (root-mean-square roughness of ∼30 pm)
on each area of the two Moir�e patterns and (ii) the
continuous appearance of graphene lattice across the
boundary of the two patterns without indication of the
presence of stepped facet surface areas, as can be seen
in the STM image of Figure 1c. The fact that we have
observed multiple Moir�e patterns and orientations
suggest that the interaction between graphene and
Cu foil is relatively weak, compared to graphene on
Ru(0001), where exclusively single perfect Moir�e super-
structures were seen.20 Our results are consistent
with graphene grown on single crystal samples23,24 as
well as the relatively low graphene�Cu(111) binding
energy (33 meV per carbon atom) reported in recent
theoretical investigations.25,26 The variation of Moir�e
patterns observed in our graphene islands (in submo-
nolayer regime which better captures initial stages of
graphene growth on Cu foil) is also consistent with a
recent STM study of full-monolayer CVD graphene
grown on Cu foil.14

Crystallinity of the graphene films grown on Cu foil
will play a crucial role in its transport properties and can
affect carrier mobilities. For instance, the graphene
island in Figure 1a is not single-crystalline but com-
posed of multiple merged graphene domains. As pre-
viously discussed, evidence of multiple graphene
domains comes from the observation of 120� angles
of the boundaries between orthogonally oriented
Moir�e patterns (dashed lines in Figure 1a), implying
hexagonal symmetry of the graphene lattice since the

Figure 2. (a) Simulation of the predominantly observed
stripe patterns with graphene and copper lattice: upper left
inset shows atomic structure model with 0� relative orien-
tation between graphene and Cu(100) and lower right inset
shows the experimental STM topographic image scaled
correctly with the model. Simulated patterns are in quite
acceptable agreement with superimposed experimental
STM image in terms of large (2.5( 0.2 nm) and small (1.2(
0.1 nm) periodic modulations of stripe patterns (dashed
lines are extended from our experimental data to serve as a
guide to the eye for the large-scale modulation). Image was
acquired with I = 1 nA, V = �400 mV. (b) Simulation of the
rhombic patterns with graphene and Cu(100) lattices: lower
right inset shows atomic structure model with relative
orientation of ∼6� with respect to that of striped patterns.
Simulated patterns are in good agreement with the ex-
perimental data shown in Figure 1c,d in terms of both their
periodicities and their relative orientation. In panels a andb,
graphene and Cu(100) lattices are indicated by “G” and
“Cu”, respectively. (c) XRD spectra measured on the same
sample which displayed the predominant striped Moir�e
pattern in Figure 1 (after further annealing at 700 �C for 10
min): the exclusively dominant peak at∼50.5� corresponds
to (100) crystallographic orientation of the Cu foil.
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Cu(100) surface would not have such symmetry. It is
noteworthy that in the case of graphene on the Cu-
(100) crystallographic direction the relative orientation
of 0� and 90� is identical due to its symmetry, and thus
any apparent orthogonality of adjacent striped Moir�e
patterns does not necessarily imply existence of a
domain boundary of different underlying Cu crystal-
lographic orientations. Furthermore, as we conduct
prolonged thermal annealing of our sample at ∼430 �C
in UHV, we expect the foil becomes more crystalline,27

thereby leading to much larger Cu crystalline domains
than the observed domain size of Moir�e patterns.
These graphene films with multiple domains are con-
sistentwith thedomains that are observed in graphene
on single crystal Cu(111),23 and thus different gra-
phene platelets from different nucleation sites are
expected to merge during graphene growth. We also
believe that the graphene shown in Figure 1c, how-
ever, is single-crystalline since we do not observe
enhanced electron scattering taking place at the
boundary,23 but there is a change in the Moir�e pattern
(stripe vs rhombic structure), resulting from (i) local
strain on graphene overlayer or (ii) local disorder on the
domains in the underlying Cu substrate.
When the sample is subjected to thermal annealing

at higher temperatures (g700 �C) by electron bom-
bardment in UHV, we find that the morphology of
exposed Cu foil area that surrounds the graphene

islands drastically changes while preserving the gra-
phene. Figure 3a depicts an STM topographic image of
a graphene island on Cu foil before high-temperature
annealing. The sample was previously exposed to air
for sample transfer and other ex-situ characterizations,
and underwent a series of low-temperature annealing
(e430 �C). The graphene island indicated, G, appears to
have preserved the highly faceted atomic structure of
the underlying Cu foil. The surrounding exposed cop-
per area, Cu, which appears to be oxidized, is amor-
phous with a distinct discontinuity at the graphene
island boundary. Figure 3b shows an STM topographic
image of the same sample (not the same spot) ac-
quired after it was subjected to electron-beam heating
at 700 �C for 10 min. Now the Cu foil (Cu) that
surrounds the graphene islands (G) exhibits atomic
steps and terraces while preserving the graphene
overlayer. We believe that a thin oxide, as well as some
residual hydrocarbons, was removed by high-tempera-
ture annealing, which was likely formed when the
sample was exposed to atmosphere for sample trans-
fer and other characterizations performed outside the
UHV chamber. However, we cannot exclude the possi-
bility of partial formation of an oxide layer on the Cu foil
during the graphene growth in the CVD furnace, due to
the growth in a nonoptimum environment.
As shown in Figure 3a,b, the morphology and crys-

tallographic features of the underlying Cu foil beneath
the graphene island, which was preserved by gra-
phene formation, is now continuously connected to
the surrounding Cu foil area following high tempera-
ture annealing. This observed connectivity experimen-
tally demonstrates that the graphene overlayer is a
superior protective coating particularly for materials
that easily oxidize in an uncontrolled way when ex-
posed to air. This is the first direct demonstration of
excellent oxidation-resistant properties of graphene
through the nanometer-scale imaging, showing the pro-
tective property of graphene persists up to the bound-
aries of submonolayer graphene films.28 We note in
passing that there is a significant demand for protec-
tive thin-film coatings which can prevent oxidation
processes becoming increasingly important in a num-
ber of technological applications.
To investigate the evolution of the surface morphol-

ogy as a function of the annealing temperature, we
performed a systematic study of a thermal annealing
experiment in UHV. We started with a freshly prepared
sample of graphene grown on Cu foil in the CVD
furnace, transferred it into the UHV chamber, and
heated the sample step-by-step at specific tempera-
tures while keeping the annealing time the same (14 h
for 400�600 �C range and 20 min for 700�800 �C
range). Here we note that the exposure of the sample
to air is unavoidable due to ex-situ sample preparation,
whichwould cause surface oxidization of Cu foil. Figure
4 shows a series of representative STM topographic

Figure 3. STM topographic images of graphene islands on
Cu foil (a) before and (b) after subjected to high-tempera-
ture annealing at 700 �C for 10 min. The sample previously
exhibited Moir�e patterns after prolonged low-temperature
annealing. Graphene island and the surrounding copper
area are indicated by “G” and “Cu”, respectively. Images
were acquired with I = 100 pA at (a) V =�1 V and (b) V = 2 V,
respectively.
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images (with the same image size) of the same sample
after the annealing temperature is sequentially in-
creased. The morphological evolution of the Cu area
displays the occurrence of crossover from its amor-
phous appearance (Figure 4a, annealed at 400 �C) to
the appearance of the Cu atomic steps (Figure 4e,
annealed at 800 �C), whereas graphene islands still
preserve the underlying Cu atomic steps and atom-
ically smooth basal terraces that were previously
formed during the graphene growth (note the high-
temperature environment of graphene growth at
∼1050 �C). While we observe the continuously con-
nected crystalline features after thermal annealing at
700 �C (see Supporting Information Figure S1), we find
that the annealing temperature should be further
increased (up to 800 �C) to see the continuity in the
relatively large flat areas (with terraces of a few hun-
dred nanometers). The annealing at 800 �C results in
the complete removal of oxide formed on exposed Cu
regions and the continuity of crystalline features is now
clearly seen for large sample areas, when Figure 4d and
Figure 4e are compared. The surface morphology
changes observed during this evolution unambigu-
ously demonstrate the ability of graphene, a single
atom-thick carbon layer, to prohibit surface oxidation
from taking place and provides the evidence that the
high-temperature heat-treatment significantly im-
proves overall sample cleanliness. The surface is com-
parable to studies done on expensive single crystals.
After the sample is subjected to thermal annealing at

elevated temperatures around 700�800 �C, thereby
leading to the observation of atomic steps of the
surrounding Cu surface area, it is no longer straightfor-
ward to identify graphene islands from the copper
surface, based on solely large-scale STM topographic
images (without further efforts to zoom in on sampled

areas and acquire atomic-resolution images). For cor-
rect identification of the surface areas with heteroge-
neous materials, we conducted simultaneous
measurement of differential conductance dI/dV map
with topography, which represent a spatial mapping of
the local density of states (LDOS) of the surface.29

Figure 5 shows both STM topographic image and dI/
dVmap (taken at�600 meV) taken at the same area of
the sample after thermal annealing at 800 �C for 20min

Figure 4. Sequential STM topographic images of the same sample subjected to successive thermal annealing at specified
temperatures ranging from 400 to 800 �C. Graphene and Cu areas are indicated by “G” and “Cu”, respectively. In panel e, the
boundary between the graphene island and Cu foil is indicated by awhite dashed line, where the assignment of the graphene
island is made on the basis of the spatially resolved dI/dV map simultaneously taken with the topographic image (see text
alongwith Figure 5). Imageswere acquiredwith (a) I = 50 pA, V =�1 V, (b) I = 50 pA, V =�1 V, (c) I = 50 pA, V =�2 V, (d) I = 100
pA, V = �2 V, and (e) I = 100 pA, V = �700 mV, respectively.

Figure 5. STM topography and differential conductance dI/
dV image of graphene on Cu foil annealed at 800 �C: (a) STM
topographic image showing graphene area (indicated by
“G”) and Cu area (indicated by “Cu”), (b) simultaneously
acquired dI/dV map using a lock-in amplifier. Both images
were acquired with I = 100 pA, V = �600 mV.
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(the same sample used in Figure 4). Figure 5b reveals
substantial electronic contrast differences arising from
graphene and Cu foil, which allows us to directly
correlate them to the surface morphologies. This as-
signment is further confirmed by the atomic-scale
image of hexagonal lattice in the graphene area.

CONCLUSIONS

We have used a UHV STM to investigate effects of
thermal annealing on CVD-grown graphene on Cu foil

at the atomic scale. We observe predominantly stripe
Moir�e patterns after prolonged low-temperature an-
nealing. Continuous crystalline features between cop-
per beneath graphene islands and the surrounding
copper area are elucidated through high-temperature
annealing. Our systematic study of the evolution of
the surface morphology while the annealing tempera-
ture is varied suggests that graphene overlayer offers
the potential for a protective layer against the oxida-
tion of metals.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
STM characterization was performed using a home-built

variable temperature STM in a UHV chamber at a base pressure
of <2 � 10�10 mbar. STM measurements were made by using
electrochemically etchedW tips and at a substrate temperature
of 45 K. Differential conductance dI/dV images were acquired
through a lock-in technique with an ac modulation signal of
20�30 mV (rms) at 10 kHz simultaneously with STM topo-
graphic images. STM images were processed using WSxM30

without smoothing or FFT filtering. Graphene islands were
grown by CVD (CH4 as carbon stock) on Cu foils at ambient
pressure following the procedure described in ref 13: (1) clean-
ing a Cu foil (25-μm-thick, 99.8%, Alfa Aesar) at 1050 �C for 30
min under 300 sccmAr and 10 sccmH2 in a CVD furnace, and (2)
subsequently growing graphene at 1050 �C for ∼10 min (short
enough so the graphene islands have not merged to form a
continuous film) under 300 sccm CH4 (8 ppm in Ar) and 10 sccm
of H2. Both resistive and electron-beam heating were employed
to investigate effects of thermal annealing on the sample in
UHV. Sample temperature was monitored using either thermo-
couples or an infrared pyrometer depending on the heating
method. XRD data were collected using a Bruker D8 Discover
diffractometer with a Cu X-ray source, concentric Eulerian
cradle, G€obel detector, and scintillation detector.
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